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Humanity in Action works at the intersection of international education and 
diversity to promote a new generation of global leaders.  Through its highly 
regarded international fellowship programs, conferences, and extensive global 
network, HIA engages the aspirations of university students and young 
professionals to confront the complex challenges of pluralistic, democratic 
societies.   

HIA organizes programs in many countries that have tragic histories grounded in 
racial, religious, and ethnic conflicts. Those conflicts have too frequently resulted 
in mass violence, ethnic cleanings, and genocide.  The Holocaust is the primary 
historic reference for HIA’s six programs in Europe.  HIA programs connect past 
to present with the conviction that knowledge leads to action. 

Today, as many societies are challenged by large-scale migration’s economic, political, cultural, and religious effects, HIA’s educational 
focus is critically important. 

Over 16 years, and now with over 1500 fellows, HIA has built a unique and vibrant global network of students, young professionals and 
experts in diverse fields including diplomacy, government, communications, public health, international law, transitional justice, NGOs, 
and reconciliation.  Humanity in Action confronts the challenges of diversity within the broad context of human rights and promotes the 
values of diversity, civic engagement, individual responsibility, and collaborative action. 

Judy Goldstein 
FOUNDER &  

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR  
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Martine Alonso Marquis is the Director of the Pat 
Cox - Humanity in Action Fellowship, and a Lecturer 
of International Relations at Sciences Po Paris.  Her 
engagement with Humanity in Action began in 
2003, when she participated in the summer program 

in Berlin.  Martine was a Pat Cox Fellow in 2010 and she was recruited as a Foreign 
Policy Advisor and Chief of Staff to a member of the European Parliament. Martine 
has gained extensive work experience in the field of human rights with Oxfam, the 
International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, and the Humanitarian 
Law Center in Belgrade and Pristina.  Martine has also organized several educational 
workshops and trainings with the South Eastern European Initiative of the French-
German Youth Office.  Martine’s work has focused on cross-cultural exchange, human 
rights, and post-conflict reconciliation.  Martine studied social sciences in Berlin, as 
well as conflict studies and international relations in Paris where she obtained her 
Ph.D. in Political Science.  

Martine 
Alonso 

Marquis

DIRECTOR  
PAT COX 
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   Marko is from Mostar, Bosnia 
and Herzegovina (BiH) and 
c o m p l e t e d h i s s t u d i e s i n 
a r c h a e o l o g y . T h o u g h h i s 
educational formation was in the 
field of archaeology, his wide-

ranging interests have led to projects in a variety of social-scientific and artistic 
areas, such as religious studies, psychology and filmmaking. Marko’s intellectual 
perspective explores the linkages between archaeology and anthropology and 
motivates his intellectual and social engagement within BiH society. One of the 
ways Marko leverages his formal training in archaeology is by working with youth 
through education which places critical observation of the past and present at the 
forefront. In addition to the many projects Marko has conducted with several 
NGOs, he maintains his passion for organizing through volunteer actions with his 
local team of friends in Mostar — without whom he feels he would not be what he is 
today. Marko intends to continue to use his activism, scientific theory, and art in 
order to confront common stereotypes, contribute to a better understanding of the 
“Other,” and to constantly engage in critical observation of reality.

Marko Barišić
HUMANITY IN ACTION SENIOR FELLOW 
John Lewis Fellowship, 2015

Office of MEP Eduard KUKAN

You can join the conversation! 
 

If we fast-forward in time, what do you think the 
EU will be like in 50, 100, 300 years? Stay in touch with Marko!
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Mario is a graduate student at 
Humbold Universität zu Berlin 
where he is completing the last 
year of his M.A. in Social Sciences. 
Given his immigrant background 
in the United States, he is 
passionate about immigrant rights, 
minority rights, the right to 
healthcare and human rights 
issues. As such, he has advocated 
f o r l e g i s l a t i o n b e n e f i t t i n g 
u n d o c u m e n t e d s t u d e n t s i n 

California, helped translate a cognitive treatment program for HIV patients, and 
interned for the HIV, Health and Development Team at UNDP’s Istanbul Regional 
Hub. To further his knowledge on international migration, border communities, 
and the protection of minorities, he completed the Global Minority Rights Summer 
School sponsored by the Tom Lantos Institute in Budapest, Hungary.

Mario A. 
Castillo 
Martínez
HUMANITY IN ACTION SENIOR FELLOW 
Paris, 2014

Office of MEP Renate 
WEBER

You can join the conversation! 

If we fast-forward in time, what do you think the 
EU will be like in 50, 100, 300 years? Stay in touch with Mario!
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Łukasz from Poznań (Poland), 
is a graduate student at the 
European University Viadrina 
in Germany. At Viadrina, 
Ł u k a s z s p e c i a l i z e s i n 

international human rights law, rights of minorities, and migration. Łukasz 
graduated from St. Lawrence University (USA), where he studied Global Studies as 
well as Asian and European Studies. He is also an alumnus of the United World 
College of the American West (USA). Łukasz served with various NGOs, including 
Amnesty International USA, and Warsaw based Helsinki Foundation for Human 
Rights and Association for Legal Intervention. In the past few years, he has 
conducted academic researches on topics including socioeconomic development 
model of Kerala (India), Poland’s post-1989 transformation, and minority rights in 
China. In 2015, Łukasz directed a summer school of tolerance and anti-
discrimination in his hometown Poznań. His interests concern legal prevention of 
discrimination and international affairs. During his free time, Łukasz enjoys biking 
and hanging around Poznań as well as carrying out various community services. In 
the future, he hopes to become a human rights lawyer 
working to strengthen worldwide adherence to human 
rights.

Łukasz Niparko
HUMANITY IN ACTION SENIOR FELLOW 
Warsaw, 2014

Office of MEP Nirj DEVA

You can join the conversation! 

What role do human rights and fundamental 
values play in the EU today; what role 

should they be playing in your opinion? 

Stay in touch with Łukazs!
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Stine, a 2014 Humanity in Action 
Fellow, obtained her BA in History 
from the University of Copenhagen, 
specializing in modern Middle 
Eastern, and in particular, Israeli 
history and society. Her interest in 
the conflicts of the Middle East led 

her to undertake an MSc in Security Studies at University College London, School of 
Public Policy from which she graduated in September 2015. In her MSc dissertation 
she explored the stabilizing impact that alternative forms of governance can have in 
linguistically and ethnically divided societies. While studying Stine worked for a 
research library in Copenhagen and in London she volunteered for NGOs that work 
in development and with rights issues. Stine is particularly interested in the 
intersection of minority rights, governance and security, and in the summer of 2015 
she was selected as a participant of the Global Minority Rights Summer School co--
organized by the Tom Lantos Institute, Middlesex University London and the 
National University of Public Service, Budapest. 

STINE RESEN
HUMANITY IN ACTION SENIOR FELLOW 
Copenhagen, 2014

Office of MEP Norica 
NICOLAI

You can join the conversation! 

What role do human rights and fundamental 
values play in the EU today; what role 

should they be playing in your opinion? 

Stay in touch with Stine!
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Pinar is a graduate of the department of 
Political Science and International 

Relations at Marmara University. She 
completed an MA in Political Science and 
International Relations at Bogazici 
University; and an MS in Comparative 

Politics at London School of Economics, for 
which she obtained the Jean Monnet Scholarship. She conducted PhD research with the 
support of an Erasmus scholarship at the Freie University Berlin, and is currently a PhD 
candidate at Marmara University, working on European Union Politics and International 
Relations. Pinar worked at the department of International Relations at Okan University 
as a Research Assistant. Since 2015, she has been working as the Turkey Director for the 
Imagine Center for Conflict Transformation, and as Turkey Editor for its publication 
Caucasus Edition. She also works as a freelance researcher and consultant. Pinar’s 
success in a recent Humanity in Action grant competition enabled her to establish 
Roman Medya which aims to strengthen the strategic communication capacities of Roma 
NGOs, as well as to raise social awareness concerning Roma issues. Pinar’s primary 
interest intersect human and civil rights and ethnic 
politics in Europe, the South Caucasus, and Turkey.

Pinar Sayan
HUMANITY IN ACTION SENIOR FELLOW 
Copenhagen, 2013

Office of MEP Ernest 
MARAGALL

You can join the conversation! 
How has your view on the European Union 

changed after working and living in its capital? Stay in touch with Pinar!
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Corey Walker was raised near 
Atlanta, GA, and earned a B.A. from 
Sarah Lawrence College where he 
concentrated in French and Africana 
Studies.  In 2013, he earned a Juris 
D o c t o r f r o m N o r t h w e s t e r n 
University School of Law. He has 
gained substantive legal experience 
as a corporate litigation paralegal 

and as an intern in the Office of General Counsel of the Federal Communications 
Commission. Corey has developed national and international public policy experience 
with a leading public policy firm in Washington, D.C., and with the High 
Commissioner on National Minorities, an office within the Organization for Security 
and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) in the Hague. In 2011, Corey was selected as a 
Google Policy Fellow and his work with a media and technology think tank led to 
comment filings before the Federal Communications Commission and the 
Department of Energy. In addition to his training in the law, Corey specializes in 
media relations and communications, nonprofit strategic management consulting, 
nonprofit incorporation and development; regulatory compliance; corporate 
responsibility; and diversity & inclusion initiatives. He is fluent in French. 

Corey Walker
HUMANITY IN ACTION SENIOR FELLOW 
Berlin, 2008

Office of MEP Daniel BUDA

You can join the conversation! 

What role do human rights and fundamental 
values play in the EU today; what role 
should they be playing in your opinion? 

Stay in touch with Corey!
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Oleksandra was born and raised in 
Odessa, Ukraine, and earned a 
master's degree in law in Poland. 
Oleksandra has studied widely: as a 
recipient of a Polish Government 
scholarship from 2008-2014; with 
the support of an Erasmus LLP 

scholarship from 2012-2013 at Jagiellonian University; and at University 
Montesquieu Bordeaux IV, where she gained in-depth knowledge of legal concepts 
and analysis. Oleksandra spent a year undertaking challenging and complex work in 
the Human Rights section of the Legal Clinic of the Jagiellonian University. Her 
academic interests include international public and private law and human rights. 
Through Oleksandra’s research work at the University of Montpellier III in the Legal 
Affairs Department, which was supported by the Ministry of Higher Education and 
Research and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of France, and her professional 
experience with IBM Krakow, she has developed an interdisciplinary approach. Since 
2015, Oleksandra has collaborated with Poland's antiracist organization "Never 
Again". Oleksandra is a native Russian speaker, has bilingual Ukrainian and Polish 
proficiency, and has professional working proficiency in 
English and French.

Oleksandra Zmyenko

HUMANITY IN ACTION SENIOR FELLOW 
Warsaw, 2015

International Partnership 
for Human Rights

You can join the conversation! 

What role do human rights and fundamental 
values play in the EU today; what role 

should they be playing in your opinion? 

Stay in touch with Sasha!
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JOIN THE PAT COX - HIA FAMILY!

CONTACT US 

PROGRAM DIRECTOR

MARTINE ALONSO MARQUIS 

EMAIL: M.ALONSOMARQUIS@HUMANITYINACTION.ORG 

PHONE: +33 6 30 32 38 53


WEB: WWW.HUMANITYINACTION.ORG


PAT COX - HUMANITY IN ACTION FELLOWSHIP WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE WITHOUT GENEROUS SUPPORT FROM

mailto:M.ALONSOMARQUIS@humanityinaction.org
http://www.humanityinaction.org

